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Support Oppose

Supports in Part or Opposes in Part

State concisely whether you support or oppose the provision being submitted on, or wish to have amendments
made.

My submission is that: Oppose

Please state your reasons for supporting/opposing/amendments sought

My reason(s) for supporting, opposing or requesting amendments to this specific provision are:

I have lived in Timaru all my life & the smog levels are no worse than they were 30yrs ago.

The monitoring of smog levels should be calculated across the town in three zones.Anzac Square,
where the readings are currently recorded has older dwellings in the area with the majority having
open fires. The heavier damp atmoshere in this region exacerbates the problem & dosn't give an
accurate reading for the whole town.

Timaru should have three monitoring sites. Anzac Square,Westend Park & Aorangi Park. These sites
would give a better cross section of the smog levels in Timaru & not just one area, which is in the older
part of the town.

There should be more education on the burning of dry wood.Young people today have no idea on
how to manage a fire. From personnel experience they burn their house hold rubbush, including plastic
drink bottles & baby nappies etc.
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The wood merchants should be more accountable, where all the firewood should be moisture tested,
prior to selling. Any wood that dosn't meet the standard should not be sold.

All existing fires have existing use rights, whether they be open fires or solid fuel heaters. A body like
ECAN should not be able to say if a fire is non-compliant & should be replaced after 15yrs.

There is a cost that comes with this & many people will not be able to meet these proposed demands
financially.

If there is a change in regulation, it should apply to new installations only.

Please give precise details for each provision.The more specific you can be the easier it will be for the Council
to understand the outcome you are seeking.

I seek the following decisions from Environment Canterbury:

More education & making people aware that smog is an issue  & helping them to reduce the risks  in
a cost effective way, with a bit of common sense. Keep it SIMPLE.

The only way to reduce the smog levels is to burn dry wood.

After the 2006 snowfall, many people didn't have any power, for a long period.  Heat pumps were a
waste of time. Those who had log burners had heat, could cook & those who had wet backs, had hot
water.

You cannot rely on electricity.

Wood merchants should be more accountable & fire wood moisture tested.

PEOPLE HAVE EXISTING USE RIGHTS, an this applies to OPEN FIRES & SOLID FUEL HEATERS.

Air Shed

Which Air Shed does this submission relate to or
none

Choose one of the following three

Tick relevant topics
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Support Oppose

Supports in Part or Opposes in Part

State concisely whether you support or oppose the provision being submitted on, or wish to have amendments
made.

My submission is that: Oppose

Please state your reasons for supporting/opposing/amendments sought

My reason(s) for supporting, opposing or requesting amendments to this specific provision are:

I have lived in Timaru all my life & the smog levels are no worse than they were 30yrs ago.

The monitoring of smog levels should be calculated across the town in three zones.Anzac Square,
where the readings are currently recorded has older dwellings in the area with the majority having
open fires. The heavier damp atmoshere in this region exacerbates the problem & dosn't give an
accurate reading for the whole town.

Timaru should have three monitoring sites. Anzac Square,Westend Park & Aorangi Park. These sites
would give a better cross section of the smog levels in Timaru & not just one area, which is in the older
part of the town.

There should be more education on the burning of dry wood.Young people today have no idea on
how to manage a fire. From personnel experience they burn their house hold rubbush, including plastic
drink bottles & baby nappies etc.
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The wood merchants should be more accountable, where all the firewood should be moisture tested,
prior to selling. Any wood that dosn't meet the standard should not be sold.

All existing fires have existing use rights, whether they be open fires or solid fuel heaters. A body like
ECAN should not be able to say if a fire is non-compliant & should be replaced after 15yrs.

There is a cost that comes with this & many people will not be able to meet these proposed demands
financially.

If there is a change in regulation, it should apply to new installations only.

Please give precise details for each provision.The more specific you can be the easier it will be for the Council
to understand the outcome you are seeking.

I seek the following decisions from Environment Canterbury:

More education & making people aware that smog is an issue  & helping them to reduce the risks  in
a cost effective way, with a bit of common sense. Keep it SIMPLE.

The only way to reduce the smog levels is to burn dry wood.

After the 2006 snowfall, many people didn't have any power, for a long period.  Heat pumps were a
waste of time. Those who had log burners had heat, could cook & those who had wet backs, had hot
water.

You cannot rely on electricity.

Wood merchants should be more accountable & fire wood moisture tested.

PEOPLE HAVE EXISTING USE RIGHTS, an this applies to OPEN FIRES & SOLID FUEL HEATERS.

Please summarise decision requested

Planner - Summary of Decision Requested

Insert provisions to provide for more education to reduce smog.

Air Shed

Which Air Shed does this submission relate to or
none

Timaru
Home Heating

Choose one of the following three Recommend Accept in Part

Tick relevant topics
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Support Oppose

Supports in Part or Opposes in Part

State concisely whether you support or oppose the provision being submitted on, or wish to have amendments
made.

My submission is that: Oppose

Please state your reasons for supporting/opposing/amendments sought

My reason(s) for supporting, opposing or requesting amendments to this specific provision are:

I have lived in Timaru all my life & the smog levels are no worse than they were 30yrs ago.

The monitoring of smog levels should be calculated across the town in three zones.Anzac Square,
where the readings are currently recorded has older dwellings in the area with the majority having
open fires. The heavier damp atmoshere in this region exacerbates the problem & dosn't give an
accurate reading for the whole town.

Timaru should have three monitoring sites. Anzac Square,Westend Park & Aorangi Park. These sites
would give a better cross section of the smog levels in Timaru & not just one area, which is in the older
part of the town.

There should be more education on the burning of dry wood.Young people today have no idea on
how to manage a fire. From personnel experience they burn their house hold rubbush, including plastic
drink bottles & baby nappies etc.
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The wood merchants should be more accountable, where all the firewood should be moisture tested,
prior to selling. Any wood that dosn't meet the standard should not be sold.

All existing fires have existing use rights, whether they be open fires or solid fuel heaters. A body like
ECAN should not be able to say if a fire is non-compliant & should be replaced after 15yrs.

There is a cost that comes with this & many people will not be able to meet these proposed demands
financially.

If there is a change in regulation, it should apply to new installations only.

Please give precise details for each provision.The more specific you can be the easier it will be for the Council
to understand the outcome you are seeking.

I seek the following decisions from Environment Canterbury:

More education & making people aware that smog is an issue  & helping them to reduce the risks  in
a cost effective way, with a bit of common sense. Keep it SIMPLE.

The only way to reduce the smog levels is to burn dry wood.

After the 2006 snowfall, many people didn't have any power, for a long period.  Heat pumps were a
waste of time. Those who had log burners had heat, could cook & those who had wet backs, had hot
water.

You cannot rely on electricity.

Wood merchants should be more accountable & fire wood moisture tested.

PEOPLE HAVE EXISTING USE RIGHTS, an this applies to OPEN FIRES & SOLID FUEL HEATERS.

Please summarise decision requested

Planner - Summary of Decision Requested

Insert provisions that will ensure that wood merchants will be more accountable for the moisture content
of firewood sold.

Air Shed

Which Air Shed does this submission relate to or
none

Timaru
Home Heating

Choose one of the following three Recommend Accept in Part

Tick relevant topics
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Support Oppose

Supports in Part or Opposes in Part

State concisely whether you support or oppose the provision being submitted on, or wish to have amendments
made.

My submission is that: Oppose

Please state your reasons for supporting/opposing/amendments sought

My reason(s) for supporting, opposing or requesting amendments to this specific provision are:

I have lived in Timaru all my life & the smog levels are no worse than they were 30yrs ago.

The monitoring of smog levels should be calculated across the town in three zones.Anzac Square,
where the readings are currently recorded has older dwellings in the area with the majority having
open fires. The heavier damp atmoshere in this region exacerbates the problem & dosn't give an
accurate reading for the whole town.

Timaru should have three monitoring sites. Anzac Square,Westend Park & Aorangi Park. These sites
would give a better cross section of the smog levels in Timaru & not just one area, which is in the older
part of the town.

There should be more education on the burning of dry wood.Young people today have no idea on
how to manage a fire. From personnel experience they burn their house hold rubbush, including plastic
drink bottles & baby nappies etc.
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The wood merchants should be more accountable, where all the firewood should be moisture tested,
prior to selling. Any wood that dosn't meet the standard should not be sold.

All existing fires have existing use rights, whether they be open fires or solid fuel heaters. A body like
ECAN should not be able to say if a fire is non-compliant & should be replaced after 15yrs.

There is a cost that comes with this & many people will not be able to meet these proposed demands
financially.

If there is a change in regulation, it should apply to new installations only.

Please give precise details for each provision.The more specific you can be the easier it will be for the Council
to understand the outcome you are seeking.

I seek the following decisions from Environment Canterbury:

More education & making people aware that smog is an issue  & helping them to reduce the risks  in
a cost effective way, with a bit of common sense. Keep it SIMPLE.

The only way to reduce the smog levels is to burn dry wood.

After the 2006 snowfall, many people didn't have any power, for a long period.  Heat pumps were a
waste of time. Those who had log burners had heat, could cook & those who had wet backs, had hot
water.

You cannot rely on electricity.

Wood merchants should be more accountable & fire wood moisture tested.

PEOPLE HAVE EXISTING USE RIGHTS, an this applies to OPEN FIRES & SOLID FUEL HEATERS.

Please summarise decision requested

Planner - Summary of Decision Requested

Insert provisions to ensure that existing use rights for the use of wood burners and open fires are
reinstated.

Air Shed

Which Air Shed does this submission relate to or
none

Timaru
Home Heating

Choose one of the following three Recommend Accept in Part

Tick relevant topics
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